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The current study examined effects of a preventive intervention on patterns of change in
symptoms of anxiety and depression in a sample of children of depressed parents. Parents
with a history of depression (N = 180) and their children (N = 242; 50% female; Mage = 11.38;
74% Euro-American) enrolled in an intervention to prevent psychopathology in youth. Families
were randomized to a family group cognitive behavioral intervention (FGCB) or a written
information (WI) control condition. Parents and youth completed the Child Behavior
Checklist and Youth Self Report at baseline, 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month follow up. Youth in
the FGCB intervention reported significantly greater declines in symptoms of both anxiety and
depression at 6, 12, and 18 months compared to youth in the WI condition. Youth with higher
baseline levels of each symptom (e.g., anxiety) reported greater declines in the other symptom
(e.g., depression) from 0 to 6 months in the FGCB intervention only. Changes in anxiety
symptoms from 0 to 6 months predicted different patterns of subsequent changes in depressive
symptoms from 6 to 12months for the two conditions, such that declines in anxiety preceded and
predicted greater declines in depression for FGCB youth but lesser increases in depression for
WI youth. Findings inform transdiagnostic approaches to preventive interventions for at-risk
youth, suggesting that both initial symptom levels and initial magnitude of change in symptoms
are important to understand subsequent patterns of change in response to intervention.

Anxiety and depression are important targets, both sepa-
rately and conjointly, for preventive interventions with
children and youth (e.g., Barrett, Farrell, Ollendick, &
Dadds, 2006; Dobson, Hopkins, Fata, Scherrer, & Allan,
2010; Flanery-Schroeder, 2006; Garber & Weersing, 2010).

Anxiety and depression are highly prevalent in childhood
and adolescence, and the early onset of these symptoms and
disorders predicts a worse course across the lifespan (e.g.,
Merikangas et al., 2010). Further, diagnostic and dimen-
sional approaches indicate high rates of comorbidity and
the frequent co-occurrence of symptoms of anxiety and
depression, whereas there is also considerable evidence
that these symptoms occur independently in youth (e.g.,
Achenbach, Dumenci, & Rescorla, 2003; Boots &
Wareham, 2010; Cummings et al., 2014; Moffitt et al.,
2007; Seeley, Kosty, Farmer, & Lewinsohn, 2011; van
Lang, Ferdinand, Oldehinkel, Ormel, & Verhulst, 2005).
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Taken together, these findings suggest that anxiety and
depression are distinct yet related sets of symptoms or
disorders in childhood and adolescence

The association between anxiety and depression has led
to the development of transdiagnostic approaches to the
treatment of these symptoms under unified protocols (e.g.,
Chu, 2012; Chu et al., 2014; Queen, Barlow, & Ehrenreich-
May, 2014) and suggests the potential importance of trans-
diagnostic preventive interventions (e.g., Barrett et al.,
2006; Dozois, Seeds, & Collins, 2009; Martinsen,
Kendall, Stark, & Neumer, 2014). Specifically, transdiag-
nostic preventive interventions have emerged to target
symptoms of anxiety and depression in children and ado-
lescents (e.g., Ehrenreich-May & Bilek, 2012; Farchione
et al., 2012; Seligman, Schulman, & Tryon, 2007). As these
approaches continue to develop, it is important to under-
stand whether transdiagnostic interventions lead to change
in both symptoms and anxiety, and it is further important to
understand the dynamics of change in these symptoms, that
is, the temporal relation between the magnitude of change
in one set of symptoms as a predictor of the magnitude of
change in the other type of symptoms during and after an
intervention. Although transdiagnostic approaches have
shown promising evidence that both symptoms of anxiety
and depression can be changed within the same interven-
tion protocol, there is little understanding of how these
symptoms affect one another as they change within and
following an intervention.

Research has examined the temporal relationship of
anxiety and depression during childhood and adolescence
outside of the context of interventions and findings have
varied. Although some studies have found that symptoms
of anxiety developmentally precede symptoms of depres-
sion (e.g., Cole, Peeke, Martin, Truglio, & Seroczynski,
1998; Keenan, Feng, Hipwell, & Klostermann, 2009;
Snyder et al., 2009), there is a growing record of evidence
to support a bidirectional relationship between these
symptoms across development (e.g., Hale, Raaijmakers,
Muris, van Hoof, & Meeus, 2009; Lavigne, Hopkins,
Gouze, & Bryant, 2015; Moffitt et al., 2007). For exam-
ple, Hale et al. (2009) found that in a sample of children
and adolescents at risk for anxiety, higher levels of anxi-
ety symptoms positively predicted the slope of depressive
symptoms over time and vice versa, such that initially
high levels of symptoms predicted less reduction in the
parallel symptom. Lavigne et al. (2015) built upon pre-
vious research examining the bidirectional relationship
between anxiety and depression across three points in
time (ages 4, 5, 6), assessing multiple indicators of the
latent constructs of anxiety and depression. In this study,
the authors found a bidirectional influence of anxiety and
depressive symptoms on one another in a community
sample of children, such that symptoms of anxiety and
depression were associated with higher levels of one

another 1 year later. Thus, evidence suggests that these
symptoms influence one another over time throughout
childhood and adolescence.

With regard to the temporal relationship between symp-
toms of anxiety and depression in the context of interven-
tions, data analytic approaches have been used to test both
static and dynamic patterns of association. First, studies have
examined how the initial intercept of Symptom A (i.e., a
static measure of symptoms at one point in time) predicts the
subsequent magnitude or rate of change in Symptom B (e.g.,
Hale et al., 2009; Young et al., 2012). These analyses have
been largely used to answer the question of whether youth
presenting with Symptom A are more or less able to benefit
from intervention in regard to Symptom B (e.g., Do youth
enrolled in anxiety treatment with comorbid depressive
symptoms benefit less from treatment?). Whether initial
symptom levels will predict subsequent change in the other
symptom has important clinical utility for intervention and
may inform how to appropriately intervene with children or
adolescents depending on their initial symptom presentation.
Relatively fewer studies have used a novel approach to
examine the dynamics of change in symptoms of anxiety
and depression in an intervention, or how the magnitude of
change of Symptom A predicts the subsequent magnitude of
change of Symptom B over time (e.g., Schumm, Dickstein,
Walter, Owens, & Chard, 2015). Given that these symptoms
may be dynamic in the context of an intervention, under-
standing how change in one set of symptoms impacts sub-
sequent change in another set of symptoms may provide
important additional information for interventions aimed at
these symptoms. These analyses may answer the question of
whether in the context of an intervention, changes in one
symptom lead to changes in the other symptom. More spe-
cifically, analyses examining dynamics of change in symp-
toms of anxiety and depression in interventions may
highlight the potential importance of producing change in
one type of symptoms to contribute to subsequent change in
the other type of symptoms.

Using the first data analytic approach, a number of
studies have examined the impact of comorbid anxiety
and depression on the effects of treatment in children and
adolescents, and findings have been mixed (e.g., Berman,
Weems, Silverman, & Kurtines, 2000; Brent et al., 1998;
Curry et al., 2006; Rapee et al., 2013; Rohde, Clarke,
Lewinsohn, Seeley, & Kaufman, 2001; Southam-Gerow,
Kendall, & Weersing, 2001). A meta-analysis examining
the role of comorbidities in affective and anxiety disorders
concluded that there is little evidence to support the impact
of comorbid depression on anxiety treatment outcome and
some evidence to support a negative impact of comorbid
anxiety on outcome in treatment for mood disorders
(Ollendick, Jarrett, Grills-Taquechel, Hovey, & Wolff,
2008). Others have found evidence that comorbidity hin-
ders treatment success (e.g., Curry et al., 2006; Hilton
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et al., 2013; O’Neil & Kendall, 2012). For example, O’Neil
and Kendall (2012) found that children with higher self-
reported depressive symptoms at the start of a cognitive
behavioral treatment for anxiety demonstrated higher pre-
treatment anxiety severity scores and showed less reduction
in anxiety immediately posttreatment (O’Neil & Kendall,
2012). Last, other studies have found the presence of one
symptom to predict more favorable treatment outcomes
(e.g., Brent et al., 1998; Rohde et al., 2001). Rohde et al.
(2001) found that the presence of an anxiety disorder was
associated with greater depressive symptom severity at
initial intake and greater symptom reduction postinterven-
tion. Thus, the findings on the effect of initial symptoms on
subsequent change in related symptoms have been quite
mixed.

A limited number of studies have examined the relation-
ship between symptoms of anxiety and depression in preven-
tive interventions for children and adolescents (e.g., Lowry-
Webster, Barrett, & Dadds, 2001; Lowry-Webster, Barrett, &
Lock, 2003; Roberts, Kane, Thomson, Bishop, & Hart, 2003;
Young et al., 2012). These studies have largely focused on
whether the intervention changed the secondary symptom
(e.g., changes in anxiety in a depression prevention program)
but have not examined how changes in these symptoms are
associated with one another. For example, Lowry-Webster
and colleagues (Lowry-Webster et al., 2001; Lowry-Webster
et al., 2003) found that an anxiety prevention program was
more effective at reducing depressive symptoms for youth
with high levels of anxiety symptoms (i.e., scoring above
the clinical cut-off on an anxiety measure) at initial assess-
ment compared to youth with high levels of anxiety in the
control condition. In one of the few prevention studies exam-
ining how initial symptoms of one type predict later change in
the other symptom, Interpersonal Psychotherapy Adolescent
Skills Training was compared to school counseling to prevent
depression in high-risk adolescents (Young et al., 2012). The
study found significant intervention effects for both anxiety
and depression from pre- to postintervention. Findings indi-
cated that the presence of comorbid anxiety symptoms at
initial assessment was associated with slower declines depres-
sive symptoms during the course of intervention and over the
follow-up period, suggesting a delayed effect of the interven-
tion for adolescents experiencing high levels of anxiety symp-
toms. However, the converse (i.e., whether initial levels of
depressive symptoms predicted subsequent changes in anxi-
ety symptoms) was not examined in this study. Thus, findings
within the prevention literature are limited and offer mixed
evidence for the impact of one symptom set on another.

The current study examines the temporal relationship
between symptoms of anxiety and depression in offspring
of parents with a history of major depressive disorder
(MDD) for youth enrolled in a family group cognitive-
behavioral preventive selective intervention (FGCB;
Compas et al., 2009). Children of depressed parents offer

an important opportunity to examine the relationship
between symptoms anxiety and depression in the context
of a preventive intervention, as they are at a greater risk for
developing internalizing psychopathology, including symp-
toms of anxiety and depression, than children of nonde-
pressed parents (Goodman et al., 2011). Further, children of
depressed parents experience high rates of co-occurring
symptoms of anxiety and depression (Goodman et al.,
2011; Sellers et al., 2013).

The 12-session preventive intervention, which aimed to
prevent MDD and internalizing and externalizing symptoms
in high-risk youth, included a parent component that taught
parenting skills to parents who have experiencedMDD and a
child component that taught children skills to cope with the
stress of living with a depressed parent (Compas et al.,
2009). The FGCB intervention was compared to a written
information (WI) control condition in which families
received information about stress and depression in families
over the course of 2 months. Previous reports have examined
intervention effects on episodes of depression, internalizing
problems, and mixed anxiety-depression symptoms but have
not separately examined symptoms of anxiety and depres-
sion or the temporal relationship between symptoms
(Compas et al., 2009, 2011, 2015).

The first aim of the current study was to examine
whether baseline levels of symptoms of anxiety predict
change in symptoms of depression during the intervention
and vice versa in both the intervention and control condi-
tions. As just reported, previous findings from treatment
and prevention studies are mixed, with evidence suggesting
that the presence of one symptom may hinder, have no
effect, or may benefit youth in regard to the other symp-
tom’s improvement (e.g., Curry et al., 2006; Ollendick
et al., 2008; Rohde et al., 2001). Given significant hetero-
geneity within the field regarding whether initial symptom
levels predict change in other symptoms in both treatment
and prevention, we did not hypothesize a specific direction
for these effects. The second aim of the study was to
examine whether changes in depression predict subsequent
changes in anxiety and vice versa in both conditions.
Because no studies have previously examined whether
change in anxiety predicts subsequent change in depression
(and vice versa) in a preventive intervention, we did not
hypothesize a specific direction for these effects using this
novel data analytic approach.

METHOD

Participants

The current study included 180 parents (20 fathers, 160
mothers; Mage = 41.61, SD = 7.17) with a history of
depression and their children (N = 242; 121 boys, 121
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girls) between 9 and 15 years of age (M = 11.38,
SD = 2.00) from the area in and around two cities in the
southeastern and northeastern United States. All families
were enrolled in a preventive intervention aimed to prevent
depression in children of depressed parents (for additional
details, see Compas et al., 2009). Parents met criteria for at
least one episode of MDD during the lifetime of their child
(ren). Families also met the following criteria: (a) parent
had no history of bipolar I, schizophrenia, or schizoaffec-
tive disorders and did not meet current criteria for alcohol
or substance use; (b) children had no history of autism
spectrum disorders, mental retardation, bipolar I disorder,
or schizophrenia; and (c) children did not currently meet
criteria for depression (MDD, dysthymia, or depression–not
otherwise specified), conduct disorder, or substance/alcohol
abuse or dependence. Parents and children could meet
criteria for anxiety disorder(s) at the time of study enroll-
ment. The age range of 9 to 15 years was selected to
include youth prior to midadolescence, when rates of
depression increase significantly for youth (Hankin,
2015), and those old enough to be able to learn the skills
assessed in the group.

Six percent of parents completed less than high school, 9%
completed high school, 30% completed some college, 32%
had a college degree, and 23% began or completed graduate
education. Eighty-two percent of parents were European
American, 12% African American, 2% Hispanic American,
1% Asian American, 1% Native American, and 2% mixed
ethnicity. Seventy-four percent of children were European
American, 13% African American, 3% Asian American, 2%
Hispanic American, 1% Native American, and 7% mixed
ethnicity. Annual family income ranged from less than
$5,000 to more than $180,000 (Mdn = $40,000–$60,000).
Sixty-two percent of parents were married/partnered, 22%
divorced, 5% separated, 10% had never married, and 1%
were widowed.

Forty-eight parents (27%) were in a current episode of
major depression, and 132 parents (73%) were not in epi-
sode at the time of the baseline assessment. At baseline,
147 (82%) parents reported experiencing multiple episodes
of depression during their child’s/children’s life (the med-
ian number of episodes was 3), 27 (15%) reported experi-
encing only a single episode during their child’s/children’s
life, and five (2.7%) reported dysthymic disorder during
their child’s life (one parent did not provide enough infor-
mation to determine frequency of depressive episodes).

Measures

Demographics

Parents reported the child’s age and race/ethnicity and
self-reported age, race/ethnicity, family income, and highest
obtained education level.

History of MDD

For study eligibility, parents and children completed
diagnostic interviews to assess for depressive disorders.
Parents’ current and past history of MDD was assessed
with the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM (First,
Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996). Interviewers were
trained by the principal investigators on the study using a
number of methods, including listening to previously
recorded interviews, practicing using role-plays, observa-
tion of interviews, and being observed conducting inter-
views by the project principal investigators. Interrater
reliability, calculated on a randomly selected subset of
these interviews, indicated 93% agreement (κ = 0.71) for
diagnoses of MDD. Similarly, children and parents com-
pleted the Schedule for Affective Disorders and
Schizophrenia for School-Age Children–Present and
Lifetime Version (Kaufman et al., 1997). Interrater relia-
bility for diagnoses of MDD in children and adolescents,
calculated on a randomly selected subset of these inter-
views, indicated a 96% agreement (κ = 0.76) for diagnoses
of MDD. Parents and children completed diagnostic inter-
views at baseline and at 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month follow-
ups (Compas et al., 2009, 2011).

Child Symptoms of Anxiety and Depression

Parents and children completed measures of children’s
symptoms of anxiety and depression five times over a 2-
year period (preintervention and 6, 12, 18, and 24 months
postintervention). Parents completed the Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001) about
their child. The CBCL includes a 118-item checklist of
problem behaviors during the previous 6 months that par-
ents rate on a 0–2 scale about their child in the past
6 months. The CBCL assesses a number of problem areas
in children, including anxiety and depression, and demon-
strates well-established reliability and validity. Youth com-
pleted the Youth Self-Report (YSR; Achenbach &
Rescorla, 2001), the self-report version of the CBCL for
adolescents 11–18 years of age. Reliability and validity of
the CBCL and YSR are well-established. Children who
were 9 or 10 years of age completed the YSR to allow
for complete data on all measures. The CBCL and YSR
have been used extensively in intervention research (e.g.,
Clarke et al., 2001; Tein, Sandler, Ayers, & Wolchik, 2006;
Wolchik et al., 2002; Wolchik et al., 2000).

Because we were interested in examining changes in
symptoms of anxiety and depression, the Affective
Problems and Anxiety Problems DSM scales were selected
for analyses. These scales were derived to reflect DSM
symptoms of depression and anxiety disorders. The
Affective Problems scale comprises 13 items, including
symptoms such as sadness, sleep problems, and feelings
of worthlessness. The Anxiety Problems scale includes six
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items assessing symptoms such as nervousness, fears, and
worries. There are no overlapping items on the Affective
Problems and Anxiety Problems scales. The DSM scales of
the CBCL and YSR demonstrate good convergent and
discriminant validity (e.g., Achenbach et al., 2003;
Ebesutani et al., 2010; Nakamura, Ebesutani, Bernstein, &
Chorpita, 2009). The Anxiety and Affective scales have
been shown to predict their target disorders (e.g., DSM
Anxiety scale predicting anxiety diagnoses) in children
and adolescents (Ebesutani et al., 2010; Nakamura et al.,
2009). Internal consistency for the current sample at base-
line ranged from α = 0.71 to 0.79 for the YSR and α = 0.64
to 0.74 for the CBCL.

Procedures

Participants were invited to enroll in a study comparing two
programs for parents with a history of MDD and their
children. Figure 1 depicts screening and enrollment.
Families enrolled in the study were randomized to either a
12-session (eight weekly sessions and four monthly booster
sessions) FCGB selective preventive intervention or a WI
control condition. The FCGB intervention included two pri-
mary components: teaching effective parenting skills to

parents (e.g., warmth and structure) and teaching secondary
control coping skills (e.g., acceptance, cognitive reappraisal)
to children to cope with stress in their families (for additional
details, see Compas et al., 2010). The WI control condition
was modeled after previous self-study and lecture-based
programs used in family-based interventions (Beardslee,
Wright, Gladstone, & Forbes, 2007; Wolchik et al., 2000)
and included psychoeducation about depression, effects of
depression on families, and how to recognize depression in
children. Participants completed assessments at baseline
(prior to randomization), 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month fol-
low-up periods. The spacing of assessments was intentional
based on the design of the clinical trial, such that participants
were assessed immediately following the intervention (6-
month follow up) and subsequent 6-month intervals out to
24 months. Follow-up assessments opened at each of the
appointed times (i.e., 6, 12, 18, or 24 months), and windows
remained open for 3 months. All study procedures were
approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the two
sites. All assessments and intervention sessions were con-
ducted in the psychology departments of the two universi-
ties. Two licensed Ph.D. clinical psychologists conducted
weekly supervision for clinical interviews and the interven-
tion groups.

90 WI
(121 children)

180 Families Eligible and 
Randomized

309 Families Screened 
Eligible for Baseline

967 Families Contacted

490 Families Screened

Total = 477
218 Declined to be screened
173 Unable to contact/Out of Area
71 No children age 9–15 years of age
15 Parent not legal guardian of youth

Child Exclusions: Total = 45
14 Autism/ID
2 Schizophrenia
7 BP-I

5 Current Substance 
17 Conduct Disorder

Not Eligible: Total = 121
88 Never completed baselinec

11 No Parent MDD/Dysthymia
11 Either parent BP-I
8 Child Ineligible

(1 BP-I; 1 Schizophrenia;
3 Conduct Disorder;
2 Autism/ID; 1 Current 
Substance)

3 Withdrew/declined

Parent Exclusions: Total = 98
8 Either parent SZ or SZA
34 Either parent BP-I
1 Current Substance
55 Neither parent ever MDD/DYS38 Families Deferred 

(never rescreened)a

8 Families Deferred 
(never reinterviewed)b

90 FGCB 
Intervention

(121 children)

78 FGCB Retained 
Through 24 Months

Analyzed, N = 90

80 WI Retained 
Through 24 Months

Analyzed, N = 90

FIGURE 1 Participant screening and randomization. Note: aFifteen families deferred due to youth MDE. bFive families deferred due to youth MDE. cEight
youth not interested; 56 parents not interested; three families moved; one parent was not legal guardian; 19 were not reachable; one contacted the study after
enrollment closed. SZ = schizophrenia; SZA = schizoaffective; BP-I = bipolar I; MDD = major depressive disorder; DYS = dysthymia; ID = intellectual
disability; FGCB = family group cognitive behavioral intervention; WI = written information.
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Data Analytic Approach

The present study used a similar data analytic approach as
employed by Compas et al. (2015) to test for the effects of the
FGCB intervention at 6, 12, 18, and 24 months within a
partially nested design. The present study utilizes a three-
level partially nested design: Children are nested within
families, and for the FGCB intervention, families are nested
within groups. Families in theWI group are non-nested due to
their independence. In partial nesting designs, the presence or
absence of clustering is systematically paired with a covariate
(intervention), and different model-implied variances are
anticipated in the nested and non-nested conditions. To
accommodate the dependencies generated by this design,
univariate (Bauer, Sterba, & Hallfors, 2008) and multivariate
(Compas et al., 2015; Sterba, 2014; Sterba et al., 2014) par-
tially nested multilevel models have been developed. In the
first set of analyses, we used a three-level multivariate version
of the partially nested multilevel model to test the effect of
condition on outcomes at the 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-month
follow-ups, treating the baseline measure of the outcome as
a global covariate (Compas et al., 2015).

To examine the first aim of the study, we used a partially
nested version of univariate latent change score (LCS) model
(McArdle & Hamagami, 2001; Ram & Nesselroade, 2007;
Selig & Preacher, 2009) to examine how baseline scores on

the YSR/CBCL Affective (or Anxiety) Problems scales were
associated with change in symptoms of the other syndrome,
Anxiety (or Affective) problems. For each condition, we
examined these relationships, across 6-month intervals
between consecutive time points at baseline, 6-, 12-, 18-,
and 24-month follow-up, separately for parent-report and
child-report (see Figure 2); the use of a LCS model requires
equally spaced assessments (e.g., 6-month intervals between
each assessment). The traditional univariate LCS model was
extended to account for partial nesting in the manner just
described with the exception that the family-level variance
component was near-zero and its inclusion led to estimation
problems; hence it was omitted in this and the third set of
analyses.

To examine the second aim of the study, we used a
partially nested version of a bivariate LCS model
(McArdle & Nesselroade, 2003) to examine how change
across 6-month intervals in one kind of symptom (YSR/
CBCL Affective or Anxiety Problems) predicts change at
the subsequent 6-month interval in the other kind of symp-
tom, controlling for prior change. Figure 3 depicts this
model of change in symptom A predicting change in
Symptom B and vice versa. The second and third sets of
analyses were conducted in Mplus v7.31. The LCS models
used in the current study differ from models using observed
or algebraic difference scores. There are a number of

FIGURE 2 Univariate latent change score models used in the first analyses. Note: These diagrams depict the model testing whether baseline of one kind of
symptom (Affective or Anxiety) predicts subsequent magnitude of change in the other symptom (Affective or Anxiety).
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methodological limitations associated with the use of
observed or algebraic difference scores (see Edwards,
1994, 2009; Laird & De Los Reyes, 2013; Laird &
Weems, 2011), and LCS models are not subject to these
same methodological concerns. Specifically, LCS models
retain the component variables as separate variables and
impose a theoretically guided model relating the compo-
nents. LCS models test a theoretically guided model relat-
ing these components to an outcome, and the t1 and t2
measures are commensurate.

RESULTS

Preliminary Analyses

Several preliminary analyses were conducted prior to the
tests the primary hypotheses. First, families assigned to the
FGCB and WI conditions were compared at baseline on
parents’ baseline depression status and child baseline
depressive and anxiety symptoms across the four follow-
up assessments (6, 12, 18, and 24 months). The FGCB and
WI conditions did not significantly differ on any of these
variables at time of initial assessment. Further, because not
all parents and children provided complete data at all
assessment points, a variable reflecting the amount of

missing data was derived to compare across conditions.
The amount of missing data did not differ between families
assigned to the FGCB condition versus WI condition. In
addition, previous analyses found no significant moderator
effects on internalizing symptoms for age or gender in this
sample (Compas et al., 2015), and therefore we did not
include these variables in the current analyses.

For the purposes of describing the sample and allowing
for comparison to other studies, means and standard devia-
tions for youth symptoms of anxiety and depression were
examined at initial assessment. As expected in this at-risk
sample, baseline youth depressive symptoms as measured
by the YSR Affective Problems Scale (mean T = 56.54)
and the CBCL Affective Problems scale (mean T = 60.43)
reflected moderate levels of depressive symptoms at initial
assessment. Similarly, youth Anxiety Problems on the YSR
(mean T = 55.36) and CBCL (mean T = 58.22) were
moderately elevated at initial assessment. The percentage
of children in the clinical range on the Affective Problems
scale (i.e., T score > 70) was 5.2% on the YSR and 16.2%
on the CBCL (based on normative data, 2% would be
expected to exceed this cutoff). The percentage of children
in the clinical range on the Anxiety Problems scale was
6.5% on the YSR and 12.6% on the CBCL. These levels of
symptoms are consistent with levels of internalizing symp-
toms reported on the CBCL for children of depressed

FIGURE 3 The figures depict the observed mean trajectory of symptom change in the family group cognitive behavioral intervention and written
information conditions based on self-report and parent-report of youth anxiety (anx.) and depressive (dep.) symptoms at 6-month intervals.
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parents in other studies, suggesting the current study sam-
ple is representative of children of parents with a history of
depression (e.g., STAR*D trial, Foster et al., 2008).

Bivariate correlations between parent- and child-report
for youth symptoms of anxiety and depression at each time
point were conducted. Correlations between parent- and
child-report on the Affective Problems scale (r = .32–.50,
p < .01) and Anxiety Problems scale (r = .30–.40, p < .01)
were significant at each time point. Further, correlations
between youth self-reported anxiety and depressive symp-
toms (r = .62–.67, p < .01) and parent-report of youth
anxiety and depressive symptoms (r = .49–.59, p < .01)
were significantly correlated at each time point. Finally,
observed mean trajectories for depressive and anxiety
symptoms are depicted in Figure 4, broken down by con-
dition (WI vs. FGCB) and youth- versus parent-report.

The main effects of condition on each outcome variable
were examined, controlling for the baseline score of the
outcome. Consistent with previous analyses using the
broad internalizing and mixed anxiety-depression scales
(Compas et al., 2015), youth in the FGCB intervention
reported significantly lower symptoms than those in the WI
condition on YSR Affective Problems and YSR Anxiety
Problems at 6, 12, and 18 months (ds = .50–.59). Parents in
the FGCB intervention reported fewer youth CBCL Anxiety
Problems at 12 months only. Group differences on the CBCL
Affective Problems were not significant at any time point.

Effect of Initial Symptoms on Symptom Change Over
Time

The effect of the baseline intercept of symptoms of anxiety
and depression on change in the alternate symptom was

examined at each interval (0–6 months, 6–12 months,
12–18 months, 18–24 months) for the FGCB and WI condi-
tions (see Table 1). For the FGCB condition, youth self-
reported initial levels of anxiety symptoms on the YSR
predicted change in depressive symptoms from 0 to 6months
(β = −0.27, SE = 0.11), indicating that higher levels of initial
anxiety predicted greater immediate decline in depressive
symptoms. To illuminate this pattern of results in Table 1,
consult Figure 3, Panel C, which shows a negative mean
trend in depressive symptoms betweenMonth 0 andMonth 6
for the FGCB condition. A significant negative coefficient
linking anxiety symptoms at Month 0 to change in depres-
sive symptoms betweenMonths 0 and 6 indicates that FGCB
individuals with higher anxiety at Month 0 tended to have a
steeper decline in depressive symptoms between Months 0
and 6. Similarly, for the FGCB condition, youth self-
reported initial levels of depressive symptoms on the YSR
predicted change in anxiety symptoms from 0 to 6 months
(β = −0.34, SE = 0.10), indicating that higher levels of initial
depressive symptoms predicted greater immediate decline in
anxiety symptoms (Figure 3, Panel C). In addition, parent-
report of initial youth anxiety symptoms on the CBCL pre-
dicted change in depressive symptoms from 6 to 12 months
(β = −0.24, SE = 0.12), indicating that higher levels of initial
anxiety symptoms predict greater decline in depressive
symptoms from 6 to 12 months (Figure 3, Panel D).

For the WI condition, Table 1 indicates that youth self-
reported baseline anxiety symptoms on the YSR predicted
depressive symptoms from 18 to 24 months (β = 0.28,
SE = 0.10), indicating higher levels of initial anxiety pre-
dicted less of a decrease in depressive symptoms from 18 to
24 months (Figure 3, Panel A). Parent-reported initial
depressive symptoms on the CBCL in the WI condition

FIGURE 4 Univariate latent change score models used in the second analyses. Note: Models showing magnitude of change predicting subsequent
magnitude of change for Youth Self-Report and Child Behavior Checklist Affective and Anxiety Problems by condition. WI = written information; FGCB =
family group cognitive behavioral intervention. *indicates p < .05.
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predicted change in anxiety from 0 to 6 months (β = 0.20,
SE = 0.09), 6 to 12 months (β = 0.20, SE = 0.10), and 18 to
24 months (β = 0.21, SE = 0.09). Based on parent-report,
youths with higher initial depressive symptoms demon-
strate less of a decrease/more of an increase in anxiety
over time (Figure 3, Panel B).

Effect of Symptom Change on Subsequent Symptom
Change Over Time

Finally, we examined whether change in Symptom A pre-
dicted subsequent change in Symptom B controlling for pre-
vious change in Symptom A (and vice versa) by condition for
each interval (0–6 months, 6–12 months, 12–18 months,
18–24 months; see Figure 4). For the FGCB condition,
youth self-reported change in anxiety symptoms on the YSR
from 0 to 6 months predicted subsequent change in depressive
symptoms from 6 to 12 months. Specifically, a greater
decrease in anxiety during the intervention phase (0–6months)
predicted a subsequent greater decline in depressive symp-
toms from 6 to 12 months (β = 0.19; Figure 4). To understand
this pattern of results, consult Figure 3, Panel C, which shows
a negativemean trend in anxiety symptoms betweenMonths 0
and 6 and a slight negative mean trend in depressive symp-
toms between Months 6 and 12. A significant positive coeffi-
cient linking change in anxiety between Months 0 and 6 to
change in depressive symptoms between Months 6 and 12
indicates that FGCB individuals experiencing greater decline
in anxiety between Months 0 and 6 tended to have a greater
decline in depressive symptoms between Months 6 and 12.

These findings were also found in parent-report of youth
symptoms on the CBCL in the FGCB condition, with par-
ent-report of declines in youth anxiety symptoms at
0–6 months predicting subsequent decline in depressive
symptoms from 6 to 12 months (β = 0.23; see Figure 3 and
Figure 4, Panel D). In addition, change in youth self-reported
depressive symptom on the YSR from 12 to 18 months pre-
dicted subsequent change in anxiety symptoms, indicating
that a greater decline in depressive symptoms was associated
with a smaller increase in anxiety symptoms from 18 to
24 months (β = 0.33; see Figure 3 and Figure 4, Panel C).

In the WI condition, Figure 3 indicates that youth self-
reported change in anxiety symptoms on the YSR from 0 to
6 months predicted subsequent change in depressive symp-
toms, such that a greater decline in anxiety during the WI
phase was associated with a smaller increase in depressive
symptoms from 6 to 12 months (β = 0.27; see Figure 3 and
Figure 4, Panel A). That is, as anxiety symptoms in the WI
condition decreased from 0 to 6 months, the increase in
depressive symptoms was smaller from 6 to 12 months. No
parent-reported youth symptom change on the CBCL was a
significant predictor of subsequent symptom change for
symptoms of anxiety or depression (see Figure 3 and
Figure 4, Panel B).

DISCUSSION

The present study expands upon research examining inter-
ventions for symptoms of anxiety and depression in youth

TABLE 1
Effects for Intercept Predicting Magnitude of Change at 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-Month Follow-Ups

FGCB Condition

Time 2
Β (SE)

Time 3
Β (SE)

Time 4
Β (SE)

Time 5
Β (SE)

Predictor: YSR Affective Problems (baseline)
Change in YSR Anxiety Problems −0.34* (0.10) 0.10 (0.10) 0.03 (0.10) 0.19 (0.11)

Predictor: CBCL Affective Problems (baseline)
Change in CBCL Anxiety Problems 0.03 (0.15) −0.19 (0.12) 0.02 (0.12) 0.11 (0.12)

Predictor: YSR Anxiety Problems (baseline)
Change in YSR Affective Problems −0.27* (0.11) −0.06 (0.11) 0.11 (0.12) 0.18 (0.12)

Predictor: CBCL Anxiety Problems (baseline)
Change in CBCL Affective Problems −0.10 (0.14) −0.24* (0.12) 0.08 (0.14) −0.11 (0.13)

WI Condition
Predictor: YSR Affective Problems (baseline)

Change in YSR Anxiety Problems −0.10 (0.11) 0.06 (0.11) 0.10 (0.10) 0.09 (0.11)
Predictor: CBCL Affective Problems (baseline)

Change in CBCL Anxiety Problems 0.20* (0.09) 0.20* (0.10) 0.02 (0.10) 0.21* (0.09)
Predictor: YSR Anxiety Problems (baseline)

Change in YSR Affective Problems 0.06 (0.10) 0.04 (0.11) 0.13 (0.10) 0.29* (0.10)
Predictor: CBCL Anxiety Problems (baseline)

Change in CBCL Affective Problems 0.09 (0.09) −0.07 (0.09) 0.07 (0.09) 0.13 (0.09)

Note: FGCB = family group cognitive behavioral intervention; YSR = Youth Self-Report; CBCL = Child Behavior Checklist; WI = written information.
*indicates p < .05.
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in a number of ways. The study is the first to examine both
static and dynamic approaches to analyzing the associations
between symptoms of anxiety and depression in a preven-
tive intervention for children of depressed parents. Given
the growing focus on transdiagnostic approaches to inter-
ventions targeting internalizing symptoms in youth, under-
standing how both initial levels of symptoms and changes
in levels of symptoms effect one another can provide useful
information for further development and enhancement of
interventions in at-risk youth.

Results from the first aim of the study demonstrate that
for youth in the FGCB condition, high levels of comorbid
symptoms were associated with greater declines in symp-
toms during the intervention in both directions (i.e., initial
levels of anxiety predicted change in depression during the
intervention phase and vice versa). As previously noted,
findings regarding the role of comorbid symptoms in treat-
ment outcomes have varied (e.g., Curry et al., 2006;
O’Neil & Kendall, 2012; Rohde et al., 2001), and the few
studies have examined this research question in prevention
trials have also yielded mixed findings (e.g., Young et al.,
2012). In contrast to Young et al. (2012), the current study
suggests that youth with high levels of symptoms of anxi-
ety and depression can initially benefit more than those
with lower initial symptoms in a preventive intervention.
There are several of possible explanations for these find-
ings. The moderate levels of anxiety and depression in the
current at-risk sample may have served to increase the
motivation of children and adolescents to learn the skills
taught in the FCGB intervention without interfering in their
ability to implement these skills. Notably, the sample in
Young et al. was an indicated sample, with all adolescents
entering the study with elevated depression symptoms (i.e.,
the mean depressive symptoms score for participants was
above the clinical cutoff for mild/significant symptoms).
Further, symptoms of anxiety and depression are associated
with levels of stress (e.g., Grant, Compas, Thurm,
McMahon, & Gipson, 2004). It is possible, then, that
youth with higher initial symptom levels were experiencing
higher levels of stress, and thus these youth may have had
more opportunity to use the coping skills that they learned
during the intervention phase. Therefore, youth with mod-
erate elevations in initial symptoms may have more oppor-
tunity to benefit from the skills in the initial intervention
phase, whereas youth with lower levels of symptoms may
not see immediate benefits from the skills.

For youth in the WI condition, however, the converse was
true. Higher levels of depressive symptoms at baseline pre-
dicted less of a decrease and/or more of an increase in anxiety
symptoms at three of four subsequent intervals based on
parent report. Notably, the WI condition received minimal
intervention (i.e., psychoeducation on stress and depression
in families). Thus, these findings are not unexpected given
that in the absence of a skills-based intervention, it is expected

that symptoms would increase over time as youth progress
into adolescence, particularly for a selected at-risk sample
(Avenevoli, Swendsen, He, Burstein, & Merikangas, 2015;
Copeland, Angold, Shanahan, & Costello, 2014).

In the most novel aspect of this study, we examined the
temporal sequence of changes in symptoms of anxiety and
depression over time in both conditions across parent- and
youth-report. In the FGCB condition, both parent- and
youth-reports showed that magnitude of initial changes in
anxiety preceded and predicted subsequent changes in
depressive symptoms, such that greater magnitude of
decline in anxiety symptoms during the intervention phase
predicted greater subsequent magnitude of decline in
depressive symptoms. The converse was not true; initial
change in depressive symptoms did not predict subsequent
change in anxiety symptoms. These findings shed light on
dynamic processes of change in symptoms and highlight
the benefit of initial change specifically in anxiety symp-
toms in transdiagnostic interventions. Specifically, these
findings suggest that transdiagnostic interventions may be
most effective if designed to optimize decreases in anxiety
symptoms early in the intervention in order to optimize
later decreases in depressive symptoms. The group format
in the current intervention may have contributed to early
anxiety change, such that attending a weekly group could
have acted as an exposure for youth, contributing to initial
anxiety decline. Further, the coping skills taught in the
group to manage stress and increase positive mood through
scheduling “fun activities” may have taken hold as the
group was completed and thus contributed to greater sub-
sequent depression symptom change. Further, later decline
in depressive symptoms at 12–18 months predicted subse-
quent shallower increase in anxiety symptoms at
18–24 months for the FGCB group. Given that youth-
reported symptoms of anxiety and depression were not
significantly different across conditions at the 24-month
follow-up, previous decline in depressive symptoms may
prevent some of the uptick in anxiety symptoms at the end
of the follow-up period for youth enrolled in the interven-
tion condition.

In the WI condition, youth-report indicated that initial
reduction in anxiety symptoms predicted a subsequent shal-
lower increase in depressive symptoms as depressive symp-
toms increased from 6 to 12 months. That is, a steeper
decrease in anxiety during the preventive intervention pre-
dicted a slower increase in depressive symptoms in the
follow-up phase. Notably, these findings highlight the
importance of initial change in symptoms of anxiety for
both conditions; regardless of condition, youth were better
off in the follow-up phase if they demonstrated greater
magnitude of decline in anxiety symptoms during the
FGCB intervention and WI reading phase. It is noteworthy
that symptoms of anxiety and depression changed differ-
ently between the two conditions, such that (a) the FGCB
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condition demonstrated significantly greater change com-
pared to the WI condition, (b) initial symptom levels pre-
dicted greater symptom decline in the FGCB condition as
compared with less symptom decline in the WI condition,
and (c) the FGCB and WI conditions demonstrated differ-
ent patterns in the analyses examining the dynamics of
symptom change Therefore, these findings do not simply
reflect a regression to the mean but rather suggest that these
two sets of symptoms are related in different ways in and
outside of an intervention context.

The present study has several strengths and limitations.
One important strength of the current study is that it is the
first study to examine the relationship between symptoms
of anxiety and depression in an intervention by examining
both how initial symptom levels impact future change in
symptoms and the dynamics of these changes in symptoms
over time. Previous studies examining symptoms of anxiety
and depression in interventions for youth have been limited
to examining one set of symptoms or how comorbidity
impacts treatment in one direction. Consistent with pre-
vious descriptive studies (e.g., Hale et al., 2009; Lavigne
et al., 2015), the current study found evidence of bidirec-
tional effects of symptoms of anxiety and depression, both
for initial symptom levels and symptom changes over time,
offering a more complete picture of how these symptoms
are related over the course of a preventive intervention.
Further, the study provides multi-informant reports of
symptoms over time. Last, the study utilizes LCS models
to test the two primary study aims, which offers an impor-
tant methodological contribution to the field. Although
these methods have been used in previous research, to
date no study has used LCS models to examine questions
of static and dynamic associations between anxiety and
depression in an intervention context. In addition, as
noted previously, LCS models are not subject to the same
methodological problems as simple difference scores (e.g.,
Edwards, 2009; Laird & De Los Reyes, 2013; Laird &
Weems, 2011).

One limitation for the current study is that the Affective
and Anxiety Problems scales are brief (13 and six items,
respectively), with one alpha not in the acceptable range
(CBCL Anxiety Problems). Given that alpha is directly
related to the number of items, it is not unexpected that
the Anxiety Problems scale would have lower reliability
than the Affective Problems scale. Despite concerns regard-
ing these scales, both the Affective Problems and Anxiety
Problems scales have demonstrated associations with the
diagnosis that each scale targets, and the Anxiety Problems
scale has shown associations with diagnoses of generalized
anxiety disorder and social anxiety disorder (Ebesutani
et al., 2010; Ferdinand, 2008; Nakamura et al., 2009).
The six items on the Anxiety Problems scale are expected
to capture generalized anxiety, social anxiety, and simple
phobia; therefore, this scale may be a measure of broad

anxiety symptoms rather than a reflection of any one spe-
cific diagnosis (Nakamura et al., 2009). Future research
may benefit from using broader measures of anxiety and
depressive symptoms.

In addition, in the first set of analyses, seven of 16
possible effects were significant when examining changes
in symptoms of anxiety and depression by condition over
time. However, it is noteworthy that given findings from
previous reports of this sample (Compas et al., 2009, 2011,
2015), it is not unexpected that findings would be limited to
youth report of symptom change. In the second set of
analyses, seven of 32 (22%) possible effects were signifi-
cant when examining the impact of initial levels of symp-
toms on symptom change. In the final set of analyses, four
of 24 (17%) possible effects were significant when exam-
ining magnitude of change in one symptom predicting
subsequent magnitude of change in the other. With multiple
outcomes examined at multiple time points, there is a
possibility that some significant findings emerge by chance;
however, the number of findings are well above the
expected rate of 5% that might occur by chance. It is
noteworthy that the effects of change predicting subsequent
change were predominantly found for the initial assessment
points during (0–6 months) and immediately following (6–
12 months) intervention. In addition, follow-up assessment
windows remained open for 3 months at a time, and there-
fore participants may have completed their 6-, 12-, 18-, and
24-month assessments at varying points within each fol-
low-up window (i.e., 6–9 months, etc.). It is worth noting
LCS models could be expanded to accommodate individu-
ally varying measurement occasions using definition vari-
able methodology (Sterba, 2014); however, this has not yet
been done for LCS models. Furthermore, empirical inves-
tigations of the consequences of ignoring individual varia-
tion in measurement occasions for related models have
indicated that the changes to estimates were small and did
not alter substantive conclusions (see Blozis & Cho, 2008;
Sterba, 2014). Finally, the current study sample was pre-
dominantly Euro-American, limiting the generalizability of
findings across different racial and ethnic groups.

Taken together, the findings reported here have impli-
cations for transdiagnostic effects of a family-based pre-
ventive intervention for high-risk youth. It is important to
note that the context of these findings is a preventive
intervention for children of depressed parents. Although
there is a long history of research in the prevention of
depression in at-risk youth (see Brunwasser & Garber,
2015; Gladstone, Beardslee, & O’Connor, 2011), no stu-
dies of efforts in children of depressed parents have
examined the dynamics of change among symptoms of
anxiety and depression. Results from the present study
suggest that both knowing the initial levels of youth
symptoms at the start of an intervention for these youth
and understanding how their symptoms change over the
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course of the initial intervention can provide important
information about subsequent symptom change. Initial
levels of anxiety and depressive symptoms may be indi-
cators of greater initial response to intervention in the
prevention context across both sets of symptoms, indicat-
ing that youth demonstrating elevated symptom levels
may particularly receptive to learning skills to cope
with and manage stress. Further, early change in anxiety
symptoms may lead to greater decline in depressive
symptom outcomes at subsequent intervals, suggesting
the potential importance of identifying skills and strate-
gies that target anxiety in the initial phase of a preventive
intervention. Future research examining a sample that
also includes children of parents with a history of anxiety
may provide a broader understanding of how these symp-
toms are associated in high-risk youth.

Notably, the prevention program the FGCB families com-
pleted taught youth how to cope with uncontrollable stress—
in this case, specifically the stress of living with a depressed
parent (Compas et al., 2010). Skills for coping with or adapt-
ing to uncontrollable stress include acceptance, distraction,
engagement in fun activities, and cognitive reappraisal. A
number of studies have demonstrated the association between
coping and emotion regulation skills and internalizing psy-
chopathology, including symptoms of anxiety and depression,
in children and adolescents (e.g., Aldao & Nolen-Hoeksema,
2010; Bettis et al., 2016; Compas et al., 2014). Previous
reports from the current trial found that coping was a mediator
of mixed anxious/depressed symptoms in this sample
(Compas et al., 2010). These findings suggest that exploring
how coping may impact the dynamics of change among
anxiety and depression symptoms will be an important next
step in this research. For example, exploring if specific coping
skills map onto early anxiety symptom change versus depres-
sion symptom change may guide the structure of future pre-
ventive interventions. Further, the second component of the
intervention was a parenting skills component. Future
research that examines how parenting may play a role in the
dynamics between symptoms of anxiety and depression is
needed. In addition, future research is needed to replicate the
current findings, and future research that explores whether the
relations between changes in anxiety and depression are simi-
lar or different across intervention modalities (prevention vs.
treatment; cognitive behavioral treatment vs. interpersonal
psychotherapy) is an important next step. The present study
highlights the importance of understanding the dynamics of
symptoms of anxiety and depression over time in order to
refine targets of transdiagnostic intervention.
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